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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 2920 - 2923

It turned out that all the Leviathans were hidden under the energy power station of the Eagle
Nation.

People know it at all!

Not only did he know, but he also acted on Leviathan.

I have at least thoroughly studied it, otherwise the giant creature that appeared in front of
me could not be explained.

But they are too strong, right?

How long did Leviathan appear?

It actually created a giant creature several times that of Leviathan, and in terms of its
material, function and even combat effectiveness, it was much stronger than Leviathan.

How did you do it?

This caused everyone in the Kingdom of God to have a cold sweat.
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It’s going to be numb.

crazy!

Another person was extremely shocked.
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That is Agent Black Hawk.

He didn’t know that the Eagle Nation still had this kind of hole cards?

What he thought for the first time was that the Eagle Nation had long known about
Leviathan’s hiding in the energy power station.

He immediately understood.

No wonder the head of the game, Smith, was in such an attitude, not curious about
everything, as if he was in control.

Sure enough, they knew all this for a long time, and even analyzed Leviathan.

The major forces think they are in control of everything.

How do you know that the real behind-the-scenes man turned out to be the war eagle
country.

Control everything in your own hands!

Looking at the giant creature much stronger than Leviathan in the distance, he was
frightened.

How strong is the Eagle Nation?

How long is this?

Can they create giant creatures that are several times more powerful based on Leviathan?

He has been sweating…

The look in Smith’s eyes changed, and the whole person was shaking.

indeed.
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The Leviathan Super Edition appeared in the Guardians of the Galaxy League, shocking
everyone.

“Wow…”

However, this giant creature is not simply one, but a dozen.

They all appeared in front of the army of the Kingdom of God, blocking their way to death.

No one is allowed to pass at all.

Panic.

Everyone panicked.

This is not their own Leviathan.

If the Leviathan of the Kingdom of God, they have a way to deal with it.

But this is the enemy’s, and many changes have been made.

All aspects are completely different!

It can be seen by the naked eye, it is very difficult and difficult to deal with!

After scanning by Shen Guo’s instrument, it was found that the giant creature in front of him
had no shortcomings at all.

But they have blocked their way!

Can only be killed abruptly.

Defeat this giant creature!

The army of the Kingdom of God will continue to attack, but this only Leviathan enhanced
version all rushed over.
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Even though Bi Leviathan is only more than three times bigger in all aspects, the real threat
and power may be more than dozens of times.

Especially for the past ten years, they only rushed over together.

Block the army of the Kingdom of God.

This is a force that cannot be ignored!

soon.

The Kingdom of God and the enhanced version of Leviathan encounter.

Another big battle broke out.

After confronting these giant creatures, the army of the Kingdom of God is exactly the same
as when Daxia confronted Leviathan.

The defense cannot be prevented, and the offense has no effect.

There is no way to take Leviathan.

The same is true for the current Leviathan enhanced version.The army of the Kingdom of
God is helpless.

Only Mr. X is head-on head-to-head, praying for a solution!

But they are difficult to break through for a while.

Behind him, the galaxy guard alliance army pressed up again.

They can only fight blood.

There is no way!

“The rear coalition forces, are Daxia’s people catching up?”
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Mr. X asked vigilantly.

“No! I don’t know if there is any conspiracy! The coalition forces behind us encountered the
full resistance of our small team, and they were stopped. Until now, they still haven’t broken
through the line of defense. How do you feel that they are deliberate?”

The subordinates said puzzledly.

Mr. X frowned and said: “They did it on purpose! Watching us fight the Galaxy Guardian
League on purpose! The hotter the fight, the better, it’s better to lose both!”

Others also said one after another: “Yes, not wrong! They are definitely watching a movie!”

“I want us and the Galactic Guardian Alliance to be greatly injured. In theory, we are all
enemies of the coalition!”

…

Everyone thinks that the coalition forces are now stagnant when they are attacked by a
small group of strong people in the Kingdom of God, because they want to watch the show
and deliberately wait…

But they understand that it has nothing to do with conspiracy.

Chapter 2921

It’s just because the coalition forces are too savvy.

The strength is really limited!

The only Levilia who could fight was also injured, and everyone else was also injured.

The number is large and the momentum is big, but the ability is really limited, and it is
impossible to break through the defense line of the kingdom of God.
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Even if the Kingdom of God only sent a small number of strong people.

But abruptly stopped the coalition…

Everyone suspected it was wrong.

It’s just lack of strength!

If you want to have the strength, you have already fought over.

“That’s good! They won’t come to join our war with the Galactic Guardian Alliance when they
watch the play! Even the Heavenly Master’s Mansion and the Sword Demon Division will not
participate!”

“So we don’t have to worry about someone being killed behind! We just need to fight the
Galactic Guardian Alliance!”

Mr. X is very sure.

Other people think the same way.

therefore.

They went crazy next and began to fight frantically with the Galaxy Guardian League.

They no longer have a plan to escape and evacuate, but to kill and start the road to
dominance.

Conquer all enemies in front of you and kill them all!

Angry!

Not everyone can bear the anger of the kingdom of God!

The advantage of the Galactic Guardian Alliance lies in its novel and targeted weapons.
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And the familiarity with the laboratories of the gods.

But at present they are still too few strong, if the specific target is not in place.

The strong of the kingdom of God attacked, and few people could stop it.

After all, four strong men similar to Mr. X died, and the remaining ten were all there.

There are also a large number of powerhouses similar to the Dark Devourers.

This powerful force cannot be ignored.

kill!

This battle was fought so dimly!

It’s too tragic!

Both sides have damages, but the Galaxy Guardian League damages a bit more.

But there are also threats to the kingdom of God, such as the enhanced version of
Leviathan.

Rage in the army of the Kingdom of God.

Caused too much damage to them.

This is a problem they all want to solve immediately.

It’s just that Mr. X’s level doesn’t work, let alone other people.

For a while, there is no way around the kingdom of God.

They can only bear this loss.
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The Leviathan enhanced version continues to wreak havoc, and the Galactic Guardian
Alliance attempts to use these to defeat the Kingdom of God army.

“Wow!!!”

At this moment, a golden beam of light descended from the sky, passing by at an
unspeakable speed.

It was shot from a golden bow and arrow!

When approaching the battlefield, the golden light is infinitely magnified, dazzling like a sun
setting, making everyone unable to open their eyes!

“Puff!”

An enhanced version of Leviathan was penetrated on the spot, and the golden light directly
shattered the body of the enhanced version of Leviathan.

The behemoth over three hundred meters high fell on the spot.

“It’s the main priest who has arrived!!!”See this scene.

The whole kingdom of God is boiling.

For them, tears are literally bursting into their eyes!

Many people cried directly!

Even Mr. X is so excited that he wants to cry…

The main priest is finally here!

The grand blueprint of the Kingdom of God is finally about to come true…

As soon as the main gods appeared, everything was ants!
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It can only be slaughtered!

Soon these people will die!

None of them will be alive!

This sudden scene shocked both sides, and all stopped subconsciously.

Look at the direction where the bow and arrow came just now!

Sure enough, in the sky not far away, there was a golden figure shining with golden holy
light.

Holding a golden crossbow!

God!

God!

Compared to Mr. X from the Kingdom of God, this is what can really be called a god!

What now appears in front of everyone is like a god in myths and legends!

It was shocking!

“SH*t!”

Another golden bow and arrow came.

“Puff!”

Pierce a Leviathan enhanced version!

This time, everyone saw it clearly.
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The moment it was penetrated, the golden light flourished, like a scorching sun, the light
shattered the Leviathan enhanced version.

too frightening!

This is completely invincible!

“SH*t!”

The next moment, everyone saw a golden figure like a shooting star across the night sky,
holding a big sword through a reinforced version of Leviathan.

Chapter 2922

“Boom…”

A whirlpool suddenly appeared in the sea, and a golden light of Leviathan’s enhanced
version shattered from bottom to top.

A golden figure came out of the Leviathan enhanced version, holding a trident!

Immediately, the enhanced version of Leviathan burst open.

Received one after another golden figures appeared!

Basically every time one appears, the enhanced version of Leviathan will be killed.

…

Soon, all ten Leviathan enhanced versions were removed!
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Although the Eagle Nation made an enhanced version of Leviathan, it also paid a very high
price, otherwise it would not only make ten!

Seeing all the ten behemoths fall, the entire army of the Kingdom of God is boiling and
bursting!

They all prayed and worshiped in the air.

As if welcoming the advent of the true god…

The arrival of the main divine division means that everyone else is going to die.

As a result, the enhanced version of Leviathan was killed.

This is clearly above the strength of everyone present!

“Whoo!”

“Whoo!”

…

Golden figures are still appearing everywhere, and their appearance will inevitably inflict
heavy injuries on the Galactic Guardian Alliance, causing numerous casualties.

Finally, gather together eighteen figures!

The main divine division originally had only eighteen positions, and later joined Doctor Dark,
the only ordinary human being.

Except for Doctor Dark, all the other eighteen people appeared.

The “true gods” of the eighteen main gods shone like eighteen rounds of scorching sun, so
that everyone present couldn’t open their eyes.

“The end of the world is here!!!”
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Mr. X they shouted one after another.

One by one excitedly jumped wildly, seeing the arrival of hope.

Eighteen main gods appear, who can stop them?

Fear!

All the Galactic Guardians present were scared.

Even the coalition forces in the rear were scared.

The momentum is too strong.

These eighteen horrors are to the extreme!

Even if he took the Supreme Pill before, he was not an opponent of any of them.

But just now how powerful Levilia is, everyone sees it.

Now that there are eighteen stronger ones at once, that’s horrible.

Even the strategizing leader Smith and the others were shocked when they suddenly saw
the main priest descending.

After all, too strong, too strong.

They are worthy of all the titles of God!

The Black Hawk agents were even more afraid.

This is also terrible.

The existence that can make the Galactic Guardian Alliance disappear at any time!
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In the distance, Levi Garrison and the others were also waiting. When the true god of the
chief priest appeared, Levi Garrison immediately looked over.These guys of the main gods,
all wearing golden armor, one by one, are as majestic as a god.

He is all overbearing and unparalleled power.

Much stronger than the group of guys I saw in Forbidden Area No. 76.

But God?

Not so much!

To put it bluntly, it’s still a powerful race.

This may be a group of races beyond the civilization of the world.

They have the strongest technology and the strongest racial blood talents…

This should be an advanced race that has existed for a long time in the world.

It’s just that there are only a dozen people left.

Their purpose of establishing the Lab of the Gods is to restore the grandeur of the previous
race, right?

As for the real main body of the Lab of the Gods, it is also a patchwork piece.

For example, Doctor Darkness is an ordinary human being, but because he is too powerful,
he was absorbed into the laboratories of the gods and even joined the main gods.

To put it bluntly, it is a group of powerful mobs.

However, this group of mobs are still developing in the direction of the dozen or so gods.

Levi Garrison understood that the plan to create a god was like the forbidden area No. 76.
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But I didn’t think it was the creation of the gods of the Lord God Division!

Levi Garrison immediately understood it after observing it.

All the talents and superpowers of the Gods Lab come from here.

It can be said.

All the tricks of these eighteen people in the Lab of Gods!

After all, I learned from them!

powerful!

Too strong!

Eighteen main gods appeared!

Power the audience!

Levi Garrison was all interested.

Unfathomable!

This is the opponent he wants!

Everything he prepared can be used.

He can really release himself.

Let the world see how powerful they are!

Only by gearing up to describe Levi Garrison at this moment!

“It’s time to get ready!”
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Levi Garrison had gathered Mutant No.13, King Kong No.4, and Fire Cloud Cthulhu.

This combat power seemed to him enough.

It can be compared with the main god Sby.

Chapter 2923

Subscribe

In the field, the army of the Kingdom of God successfully converged with the main God
Division.

“Daxia is over there! The Town Demon Division and the Heavenly Master’s Mansion are
watching the show behind! They are watching us fight the Galaxy Guardian League! They
won’t make a move for the time being!”

Mr. X immediately informed the chief priest of the situation.

“In that case! Destroy the Galaxy Guard Alliance first! Then come to deal with the Heavenly
Master’s Mansion and the Town Demon Division!”

The main gods made the same decision.

“kill!”

Just when Levi Garrison was approaching and they were about to do something.

The entire kingdom of God, together with the main gods, all slew to the Galactic Guardian
Alliance.

They shocked.

The Guardians of the Galaxy Alliance is like paper.
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Crash across the board!

The true god of the main divine division is too powerful.

Just one person caused the Galaxy Guardian Alliance to collapse, but this time there are 18
people!

“Retreat! Retreat!”

The Guardians of the Galaxy Alliance can only retreat back.

The loss is too great.

One quarter was killed or injured in one wave.

If you don’t withdraw, the whole army will be overthrown.

The eighteen chief priests are too strong and too strong.

And in the command room.

Agents Black Hawk looked at the decadent scene in front of them, their scalp numb.

How to solve these 18 people?

It can’t be solved at all!

Sure enough, the main priest is not easy to provoke!

However, the Black Hawk agent subconsciously went to look at the faces of the head of the
game, Smith and other high-level officials.

I saw their faces calm, just watching them quietly.

There is a hint of anxiety about the situation at hand.
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Their brows were clustered, a little nervous, and they seemed to be expecting something.

But it is by no means nervous about the immediate crisis.

They seem to be waiting for something.

Agent Black Hawk was not nervous at all, and waited with them silently.

Soon most of the main force of the Galaxy Guardian Alliance withdrew to a very back
position.

Three aerospace aircraft carriers are floating in the rear sky…

Finally the Lord God Division has chased here!

Suddenly, Smith and the others laughed: “Finally entered the range…”Laughed!

All the seniors including Smith laughed.

Seeing the main gods enter this range, they all laughed.

Where is the fun in the end?

Agent Black Hawk couldn’t figure it out for a while.

He even couldn’t figure out how the Galaxy Guardian Alliance could solve the main divine
division in front of him.

The key is that they are so calm and calm.

It seems that everything is under their control.

If the kingdom of God is in control, he still believes.

It can be seen that after knowing the power of the eighteen main gods, he became numb.
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This can’t be dealt with!

With the war Eagle Nation he knew, there should be no solution at all.

Don’t know what they are excited about?

Especially when I saw that the main divine division was about to reach the position of the
commander’s office!

Do they have any solutions?

“Then let’s start!”

At this time.

Smith looked at each other at high levels and began to give orders.

“Start? What started?”

Agents Black Hawk were completely dumbfounded.

Is there really no solution?
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